
Investigation Report 

DCM Webb stated he has been employed by G4S for 6-7 years and he has been at 
Brook House as the residential manager of A and E Wings for 1 year. 

DCM Webb confirmed he successfully completed his ITC in 2009, he is a C&R 
instructor, and up to date with his First Aid. 

DCM Webb confirmed he was on duty on 6th July 2017. 

DCM Webb was asked about this allegation and stated that he remembered the 
incident. 

DCM Webb recalled that he was working on [-Wing and it was busy. He explained 
that D728 was moved from the CSU to E-Wing to reintegrate him ready 
to return to normal location but the detainee was being awkward as he did not want 
to be in the same area as people who were detoxing. 

DCM Webb stated as the manager of [-Wing he would complete an Eden wing 
reintegration package for; D728 to reintegrate him back into normal regime; 
however this was dependent on: _,0728_.__.

DCM Webb stated he spoke to D728 before the incident and that he would work 
with him to give him an opportunity to associate off of the wing but he would need to 
behave and be polite to staff. 

DCM Webb explained; continued to be abusive to him and other staff 
leading up to the incident for over an hour. 

DCM Webb stated he was frustrated and whilst outside the room of D728 said "If I 
have to come back here again, you will not be going anywhere — you will be staying 
here permanently, do you understand?" 

DCM Webb stated that these comments were meant to inform) D728 to behave as 
without this he would not be relocated from the wing. 

DCM Webb acknowledged that the comments to D728 ;were inappropriate and 
could be perceived as a threat. 

DCM Webb admitted that following the altercation with FiSiii he walked into the 
office and "vented" to a colleague that he wanted to "punch the cunt" as he was 
disappointed he was making no progress with[_._._p728_._._] 

DCM Webb acknowledged that these comments were inappropriate. 
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